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Door
Part Number Single Sided Dual Sided

PED6B1 PEVF6 PEV6
PED8B1 PEVF8 PEV8
PED10B1 PEVF10 PEV10
PED12B1 PEVF12 PEV12

Corresponding Vertical Manager
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PatchRunnerTM High Capacity Vertical Doors
Part Numbers: PED6B1, PED8B1, PED10B1, PED12B1, PED696B1, PED896B1, 
PED1096B1, PED1296B1 

Installation Instructions-Mounting Door to PEV Manager-
Step 3: Ensure that both handles are in the 
disengaged position.

Handles 
disengaged

Step 4: Set door onto ends of door bracket located 
on the bottom of the manager. Then ensure that 
activation tabs on the door bracket fit into windows 
on the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Step 5: Fit activation tabs located on the top door 
bracket into the windows located on top of the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Handles engaged

Step 6: Grasp fingers of manager with fingers and 
apply thumb to door face. Then squeeze together 
until handles pop into engaged position.

Step 1: Using a flat object, remove the grommets 
from the rear of the door. The door brackets can 
now be installed.

Door brackets

Remove grommets

Bottom of manager

Top of manager #12-24 Screws

Step 2: Install door brackets to manager as shown 
using #12-24 screws  Tighten screws to 15 in-lbs.

7FT Sizes
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Installation Instructions-Mounting Door to PRV Manager-7ft Sizes

Door
Part Number Single Sided Dual Sided

PED6B1 PRVF6 PRV6
PED8B1 PRVF8 PRV8
PED10B1 PRVF10 PRV10
PED12B1 PRVF12 PRV12

Corresponding Vertical Manager

Step 1: Using a flat object, remove the grommets 
from the rear of the door. The door brackets can 
now be installed.

Door brackets

Remove grommets

Bottom of manager

Top of manager

#12-24 Screws

Step 2: Install door brackets to manager as shown 
using #12-24 screws. Use holes closest to the front 
of the manager. Tighten screws to 15 in-lbs.

Top Bracket

#12-24 Screws

Bottom Bracket

Outer holes

Step 3: Ensure that both handles are in the 
disengaged position.

Handles 
disengaged

Step 4: Set door onto ends of door bracket located 
on the bottom of the manager. Then ensure that 
activation tabs on the door bracket fit into windows 
on the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Step 5: Fit activation tabs located on the top door 
bracket into the windows located on top of the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Handles engaged

Step 6: Grasp fingers of manager with fingers and 
apply thumb to door face. Then squeeze together 
until handles pop into engaged position.
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Installation Instructions-Mounting Door to PEV Manager-8ft Sizes

PED696B1 PEVF696 PEV696
PED896B1 PEVF896 PEV896
PED1096B1 PEVF1096 PEV1096
PED1296B1 PEVF1296 PEV1296

Door
Part Number Single Sided Dual Sided

Corresponding Vertical Manager

Step 3: Ensure that both handles are in the 
disengaged position.

Handles 
disengaged

Step 4: Set door onto ends of door bracket located 
on the bottom of the manager. Then ensure that 
activation tabs on the door bracket fit into windows 
on the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Step 5: Fit activation tabs located on the top door 
bracket into the windows located on top of the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Handles engaged

Step 6: Grasp fingers of manager with fingers and 
apply thumb to door face. Then squeeze together 
until handles pop into engaged position.
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Step 1: Remove all brackets from the door. Identify 
proper brackets for application and discard others.

Brackets used for mounting 
to PRV Manager

No mark

Step 2: Install door brackets to manager as shown 
using #12-24 screws. Use common brackets with “D” 
cutout on the tongue. Tighten screws to 15 in-lbs.

Bottom of manager

Top of manager

#12-24 Screws

Common Bracket 
with “D”

#12-24 Screws

Common Bracket 
with “D”

Bottom bracketTop Bracket

Diamond

Bracket used for mounting 
to PEV Manager (2 places)

Common Bracket 
with “D”

“D” Shape
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PED696B1 PRVF696 PRV696
PED896B1 PRVF896 PRV896
PED1096B1 PRVF1096 PRV1096
PED1296B1 PRVF1296 PRV1296

Door
Part Number Single Sided Dual Sided

Corresponding Vertical Manager
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Installation Instructions-Mounting Door to PRV Manager-8ft Sizes
Step 3: Ensure that both handles are in the 
disengaged position.

Handles 
disengaged

Step 4: Set door onto ends of door bracket located 
on the bottom of the manager. Then ensure that 
activation tabs on the door bracket fit into windows 
on the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Step 5: Fit activation tabs located on the top door 
bracket into the windows located on top of the door.

Activation Tabs

Windows on door

Handles engaged

Step 6: Grasp fingers of manager with fingers and 
apply thumb to door face. Then squeeze together 
until handles pop into engaged position.

Step 1: Identify the top and bottom brackets to be used only 
for mounting PED*96B1 to PRV managers. The bottom 
bracket has a diamond on the tongue. See Page 3, Step 1.

Step 2: Install door brackets to manager as shown 
using #12-24 screws. Use holes closest to the front 
of the manager. Tighten screws to 15 in-lbs.

Bottom of manager

Top of manager

#12-24 Screws

Top Bracket

#12-24 Screws

Bottom Bracket

Outer holes

Outer hole
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Door Opening Instructions

Opening door to left:  Disengage right-hand latch side of door by 
turning handle in clockwise direction to disengage position, then 
swing door open to left.  Push door to close.

Opening door to right:  Disengage left-hand side of door only by turning 
handle in counterclockwise direction to disengage position, then swing 
door open to right.  Push door to close.

Handle orientation for opening 
door to left

Handle orientation for opening 
door to right

Door Removal Instructions
Removing door:  Place both handles in disengage position, 
then remove door.

Handle orientation for removing 
door
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